Utility of Exhaled Nitric Oxide Fraction for the Diagnosis of Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis.
There is very little evidence of the utility of the exhaled fraction of NO (FeNO) for the diagnosis of interstitial lung disease and nearly all of it is related with connective tissue disease. Some authors have suggested that in patients with hypersensitivity pneumonitis (HP), evolution to pulmonary fibrosis may be mediated by a Th2 mechanism, which could redound in a potential utility of FeNO. The aim of this study was to investigate the values of FeNO before and after antigenic exposure with the specific inhalation challenge (SIC) and to analyze its potential utility for the diagnosis of HP. It was a prospective, cross-sectional study of all patients older than 18 years referred to our center for suspected chronic HP between May 2012 and May 2014 and who underwent a SIC. FeNO was collected before and after SIC. The study sample comprised 25 patients. Eleven were diagnosed with chronic HP; six had been exposed to avian proteins and five to fungal agents. Of these 11 patients, seven had positive SICs. In the 14 patients with diagnoses other than HP, all the SICs were negative. No significant differences in baseline characteristics were observed according to HP diagnosis, except in the BAL lymphocyte count. No differences were found after the test in patients diagnosed with HP; nor were there differences in baseline FeNO in patients diagnosed with HP and those who received alternative diagnoses. The results suggest that FeNO measurement is not useful for the diagnosis of chronic HP.